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“I’m not crazy with Isla, am I? No way … no way!” 

As Alex Cohen thought to himself extremely, this scary possibility unexpectedly popped up 

in his mind as well as he spun into self-doubt. 

Alex was merely in collaboration with Isla Sullivan, as well as his protectiveness of Isla was all 

a matter of job. 

He had taken someone’s money and did not desire to pay a fine, so he had to make up for 

it with his initiatives? 

The reason there had actually been considered making this a fact with Isla was simply a 

male’s nature to such as lovely women and had nothing to do with his sensations. 

Isla was cranky and was constantly imply to him. If he could still fall in love with her under 

these problems, did this not make him a masochist? 

 

Alex Cohen, who had never properly dated a lady, was still clueless in terms of romance. If 

one said it in an excellent means, he was pure, yet in reality, he was childish as well as not 

any much better than a lot of high school students. 

The phone unexpectedly vibrated and brought Alex back to fact. It was Felix Moore who 

called. 

Alex left after he responded to the phone and also rushed directly to Hudson Styles. 

 

Felix shut the door as well as pressed a folder before Alex. 

” Bro, the initial plan we did previously has obtained the authorization of the customer. They 

informed us to negotiate the cost at 3:00 pm today. This is the offer I created by assessing 

the whole task and also the customer’s demands. It comes up to 14.8 million. Evaluation it 

initially.”. 



Alex swung his hand and claimed, “I’m not just as good as you in this element. I trust your 

stamina as well as judgment. Inform me truthfully, what’s the lowest price our company can 

approve?”. 

” 10 million! This is generally the cost price, and also any lower than this will have a high 

chance of shedding cash. Simply put, as long as there are not a surprises, anything over 10 

million will be our company’s revenue!”. 

” I see, then allow’s head over there.”. 

At 2:50 pm, Alex brought Felix to Woltman Realty Advancement. This was simply among the 

property business under the Wyatt Corporation, all of which had a bigger scale and also 

looked even more high-end than Gold Stone. 

The difference in between a firm as well as a company was clear at one glance. 

The boss of getting both of them claimed that Raymond Zane would certainly be back soon 

and asked to wait in the lounge for a moment. 

As quickly as they settled down in the lounge area and also before they might even take a 

sip of coffee, a colleague got here, Hudson Lowe! 

Winson Tall did not come today. The one with Hudson was a middle-aged guy with a huge 

tummy. 

Felix understood that this scenario was bad and promptly stood. 

” Hudson Lowe, you’re not here to take our service, are you?”. 

Hudson glanced at Felix and also said in a supercilious tone, “You think too highly of 

yourself, do not you? You want to compare York Styles with your sh * tty company? Why do 

not you fly as much as heaven?”. 

” You’re not also ashamed of the method you describe the business you’ve started?”. 

He asked the big-bellied male to rest down, aimed at Alex, as well as claimed, “Mr. Gus, he’s 

the General Supervisor of Hudson Styles, Alex Cohen. It’s merely a rogue company!”. 



The big-bellied guy narrowed his eyes to stare at Alex and also whispered, “Youths much 

better not be too impulsive or they’ll quickly fall under a trap, specifically when it pertains to 

talking organization. As an elderly, I’ll reveal you specifically just how to talk business later, 

so find out!”. 

” We’ll see.”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders, smiled, and also added, “To reduce to the chase Mr. Gus, your 

voice appears weak and your eyes are a little bit fluttering. Is it due to the fact that you have 

no confidence to talk about business … or is it simply since your body is weak? As a guy 

myself, I truly hope it’s not the last.”. 

” You …”. 

The big-bellied man’s old face was red, as well as he resembled he was about to snap. 

Just then, a male using gold-framed glasses walked in as well as asked blankly, “What are 

you guys doing?”. 

Alex stood and responded, “We’re below to speak to Deputy Director Zane regarding that 

job in Greenville.”. 

The big-bellied guy also stood up as well as claimed, “So are we.”. 

” I’ve discovered that task. Let me see your proposals.”. 

Alex stated suspiciously, “May I ask who you are?”. 

” I’m Ben Quentin, Supervisor of the Engineering Department.”. 

” So you’re Supervisor Quentin. Hello there. Hudson Layouts’ proposition had actually 

already been approved by Deputy Director Zane and we’re right here today to negotiate the 

rate.”. 

” Approved? Just how do I not know about this?”. 

Ben Quentin frowned as he sat down at the table, lit a cigarette, as well as took a drag. He 

claimed, “Tell me, what’s your company’s deal?”. 



Felix rapidly pressed over a folder as well as said, “Please experience this, Supervisor 

Quentin.”. 

” Tsk … you can not recognize words? I informed you to state it, so just say it. Why are you 

offering me this point?”. 

” Cough, sorry …”. 

Felix continued to be smiling but was cursing Ben in his heart. 

Alex instructed Felix to calm down and stated to Ben, “Our business’s deal is 14.8 million.”. 

” That’s not possible. Our business’s approximated rate is 12 million.”. 

Ben trembled his head. 

” That’s a price our firm, York Designs, can comply with!”. 

The big-bellied male grabbed the discussion, took a folder from Hudson, and also pressed it 

in front of Ben. He claimed with a smile on his face, “This is our firm’s carefully designed 

improvement proposition. Please have a look.”. 

” After that we can continue the conversation.”. 

Ben Quentin turned open the big-bellied male’s folder. 

Alex glanced at Felix, was reluctant for a few secs, as well as stated with resolution, “Then 12 

million!”. 

The big-bellied male checked out Alex with a teasing face and claimed with a smile, “A price 

battle? We at York Designs will fight throughout! Director Quentin, we can minimize it by 

another fifty percent million!”. 

” 11 million!”. 

” 10 million!”. 



Alex as well as Felix were both a little bit baffled when they heard this. It was primarily 

because when they saw the big-bellied guy’s conceited temperament, it was as if he 

recognized that 10 million was the bottom price of Hudson Layouts. If that held true, then it 

would certainly imply that there was a traitor in their business! 

Ben Quentin was so surprised that he did not also take a look at the proposition. He then 

stated to the big-bellied man, “Are you certain you can do it in 10 million?”. 

The big-bellied guy responded and also replied, “Yes!”. 

” I have actually about looked at your firm’s proposition and also it looks alright. Then, this 

job goes to …”. 

” Wait!”. 

Raymond Zane suddenly walked in promptly and also disturbed Ben. 

” I’m in fee of the Greenville project? Director Quentin, you’re so active, so you do not 

require to share my workload.”. 

Ben reacted sadly, “Raymond Zane, are you claiming that I’m meddling in your business?”. 

” I dare not! It resembles this, Director Quentin. I’ve guaranteed to provide this job to 

Hudson Styles …”. 

” There are far better options, so why didn’t you choose? Is this what you do on the 

business’s pay-roll? Why didn’t you report back to me on the development of this job?”. 

” This task was authorized by the manager himself …”. 

” You’re pressing me with the boss’s name? It’s just as well I would love to hear what my 

boss has to claim. Call him!”. 

” That will not be so great, right? Such a small thing …”. 

” I assume you hesitate to call, aren’t you? Then I’ll call him!”. 



Ben Quentin right away phoned to in charge of the firm as well as clarified on the scenario. 

He included a lot of subjective speculation which was almost like stating, “Raymond Zane is 

likely to be taking kickbacks from Hudson Designs on this job”. 

He finally wrapped up, “That’s the entire situation, Manager. Please decide.”. 

After he claimed that, Ben placed his phone on the table as well as put it on loudspeaker. 

He started to envision a scene where Raymond Zane was drastically criticized by his 

employer. 

Soon, the boss’s voice seemed over the audio speaker, “Ben Quentin, you appear to be very 

keen on meddling in Raymond Zane’s job, aren’t you?”. 

” No employer, I stumbled upon this by crash and also just took place to see glitch, so …”. 

” Stop it! Because you want Raymond Zane’s task, profession areas with him!”. 

” Huh? Manager, what do you suggest? …”. 

” Ben Quentin, from this minute on, you are the Deputy Supervisor, and also Raymond Zane 

has been promoted to Supervisor!”. 

” Toot … proclaim … proclaim …”. 

The call finished and also Ben’s ideas were additionally interrupted. 

Raymond Zane did not laugh as well as claimed to Ben, “I told you not to call, but you did. 

Exactly how are you really feeling … Deputy Supervisor Quentin?”. 

 


